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New York, July 2014 -- The Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is pleased to 
announce Drawn to Language, on view in the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery. This 
exhibition brings together emerging and mid-career artists whose work relates to 
the material qualities of language.  
 
In Drawn to Language, words are given visual form. Letters, words, or phrases are 
transcribed, visualized, verbalized, symbolized, morphed into patterns, scrambled, 
or even erased. While the works in the exhibition vary conceptually – from amusing 
to political to philosophical – each work is defined by its use of words to create an 
image, a deeper meaning, or both.   
 
Visual artists have long been interested in the intersection between art and 
language. From ancient calligraphy to illuminated manuscripts, some of our oldest 
surviving texts are an amalgamation of these two forms of communication. Visual 
artists can be “drawn to language” in a variety of ways. Whether used for 
additional emphasis, to define pure meaning, to further a narrative, or simply to 
make a joke, language is an increasingly important element in visual art. The artists 
in this exhibition use new materials, processes and techniques to entice the viewer 
to examine language in new ways.  
 

• Adam Ames works in a variety of media to dissect his sense of self. In Ames’ 
new series, Restrain, he writes down an embarrassing, revealing, shameful, 
humorous, horrific or otherwise private thought. Once on paper, the words 
are destroyed – erased, marked over, or ripped out - his words obscured or 
removed. The final work is the photographic documentation of the act.  
 

• Erik Den Breejen is a painter who works on large canvases covered in fields 
of atmospheric color with painted block letters spelling out lyrics from 



songs. Den Breejen sees the paintings as having three equal, interconnected 
parts: the words, the image, and the color.  

 

• Anne-Lise Coste’s Oh, Oh, Oh is a triptych of text-based abstract paintings. 
Using a spray gun filled with pigment, the artist boldly breaks down language 
to mere letters or parts thereof, often repetitively. The results are 
simultaneously severe and airy.  

 

• Jenny Holzer introduced language into her work almost 40 years ago while 
studying at the Whitney Museum of American Art. The Truisms series presents 
one-liners printed on publicly available materials, which are distributed to a 
wide audience. Whether witty, political, or touching, these works have 
stopped thousands of viewers in their tracks, often forcing them to question 
their own personal truths.  

 

• Samuel Jablon is an artist and poet whose two worlds often intertwine. In 
Get Dirty, glittery and reflective tiles (broken and whole) are stuck to a bright 
and thoroughly paint-slathered canvas to create fractured words and 
phrases.  

 

• Jack Pierson works in a variety of media including photography, collage, 
wall drawings, and word sculptures, which he began in 1991. The artist 
creates words or phrases using found, mismatched letters that were 
salvaged from junkyards, garages, movie marquees, roadside diners, and 
Las Vegas casinos. The meaning of these works is often ambiguous and left 
to the audience’s interpretation.   

 

• With his most recent body of work, Georgia-based Michael Scoggins creates 
drawings on monumental sheets of hand-drawn notebook paper. The artist 
enlarges his own childhood drawings, homework assignments, and journal 
entries saved by his mother.  

 

• Starlite Theatre is a twelve-foot-long, black-on-black painting from Gary 
Simmons’s Drive-in Movie Series. The Dallas Starlite was one of the few 
theaters in Texas to permit black patrons in the 1950s. The artist’s spotlight on 
this theater suggests the conundrum of American history because, on the 
one hand, the 1950s theater sign conjures memories of mischief and 
freedom for a certain generation, while on the other hand, it speaks to our 
history of segregation and discrimination. Like much of Simmons’s imagery, 
this work signifies an idealized past that also has a dark history.   

 

• Leah Singer is a film-maker, sculptor, photographer, printmaker, illustrator, 
and jewelry designer. Her work on view stemmed directly from an informal 
project she began on Instagram. Each day, the artist selected a lone word 



from print media to turn into photolithographs. Presented without their 
original context, the words and typefaces used allow the viewer to question 
the relationship between a word itself and the emotion it can evoke.  

 

• Hank Willis Thomas is a photo conceptual artist working primarily with themes 
related to identity, history and popular culture. Employing the visual 
language, terminology, and symbolism of mass media, Thomas’ work seeks 
to question established positions with regards to personal identity and the 
narrative of race.  

 
This exhibition is supported, in part, by public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural 
Affairs in partnership with the City Council. 

 
Additional Exhibitions 
 
MINDFUL+ will be on view in the Pepperman Family Fine Arts Studio. This installation 
explores how children can envision change in their communities while stimulating 
conversations about how everyone can be an agent of transformation. The 
installation will include a mandala made from plastic bags, a mural illustrating the 
cycle of social impact (from idea creation to implementation), and examples of 
other creative projects that address behavioral change. In addition, hands-on 
workshops with collaborating artists and CMA’s Teaching Artists will allow children 
to explore social change ideas within their own communities.  
 
A site-specific installation by Julia von Eichel will be featured in CMA’s interactive 
Bridge space on the second floor. The artist creates tangling, web-like structures by 
spilling white acrylic paint on the floor of her studio, then using a hair dryer to direct 
the flow of paint with hot air. She then meticulously etches out swaths of the dried 
paint (similar to lace-makers), and arranges the forms within plexi-glass containers. 
Though the installation may at first appear haphazard, look closely: these works 
have been systematically and methodically carved.  
 
For more information, visit cmany.org 
 
 

ABOUT CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF THE ARTS 
 
The mission of the Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is to extend the benefits of 
the arts to all children and their communities and to secure the future of the arts by 
inspiring and championing the next generation of artists and art lovers.  
 
Since its founding in New York City in 1988, CMA has worked to actively engage 
children aged 1 – 15 and their caregivers with the arts through family-friendly art 
exhibitions, hands-on art workshops led by professional teaching artists, and an 



array of school and community programs. CMA is committed to providing access 
to the arts for children regardless of their ability or socioeconomic status. Hence, 
the Museum offers free services whenever possible and a high level of 
individualized instruction to help youth learn at their own pace and in response to 
their interests. The Museum currently serves over 150 local schools and provides 
free services to some of the most vulnerable children in New York City, including 
those who are homeless or in foster care, as well as youth on the autistic spectrum 
and those with physical disabilities.  
 
In 2011, the Museum relocated to a newly renovated 10,000 square foot space in 
Lower Manhattan, which doubled the number of people served in the first year 
alone. These figures continue to grow, with over 129,000 people served last year, 
more than 37,000 through free programming. 
 
The museum is open to the public: Monday and Wednesday, Noon to 5PM; 
Thursday and Friday, Noon to 6PM; Saturday and Sunday, 10AM to 5PM. Closed 
Tuesdays. Admission: Adults: $11; Children: $11; Seniors, Infants (0-12 months): Free. 
Thursdays 4-6 PM, pay-as-you-wish hours. 
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